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The Outstanding Mysteries of Sherlock HolmesAndrews UK Limited
The original adventures of our favorite detective, Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Contained are twelve excellent
mysteries starring the master detective and his trusted friend, Dr. Watson.This volume includes the adventures: A Scandal In
Bohemia The Red-Headed League A Case Of Identity The Boscombe Valley Mystery The Five Orange Pips The Man With The Twisted Lip The
Adventure Of The Blue Carbuncle The Adventure Of The Speckled Band The Adventure Of The Engineer's Thumb The Adventure Of The
Noble Bachelor The Adventure Of The Beryl Coronet The Adventure Of The Copper Beeches Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was a prolific writer
who is responsible for the creation of the master detective Sherlock Holmes and his arch-enemy Moriarty. He breathes atmosphere
and tension into every novel.
Sherlock Holmes novels There's no mystery about it: here before you is the ultimate Kindle collection of master sleuth best
sherlock holmes books. Included in Sherlock Holmes: The Ultimate sherlock holmes collection are: The complete text of all four
novels and forty-four short stories starring Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle, each elegantly formatted for ease of use and
enjoyment on your Kindle reader. Links to free, full-length audio recordings of the novels and stories in this collection. An
individual, active Table of Contents for each book accessible from the Kindle "go to" feature. Perfect formatting in rich text
compatible with Kindle's Text-to-Speech features. A low, can't-say-no price! Forty-Eight Complete Works Four novels and forty-four
short stories starring Sherlock Holmes, in order and unabridged. Books included: Sherlock holmes novels: A Study in Scarlet The
Sign of the Four The Hound of the Baskervilles The Valley of Fear Short Story Collections: The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes The
Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes The Return of Sherlock Holmes His Last Bow Additional Fan Resources Also included are special features
for any Holmes enthusiast, including: A list of films and television series starring the character Sherlock Holmes. A Reading
Guide to additional books about Sherlock Holmes by other authors. Links to free, full-length audio recordings of all the novels
and short stories in this collection. " I feel like I have really accomplished something in finishing this entire collection!: )
It was quite long but totally worth it. At first I wasn't sure that I was going to enjoy the person of Sherlock Holmes but as time
went on that changed. It is really a story of a friendship between Holmes and Watson. It was so interesting to see how it evolved
and changed. I thoroughly enjoyed this collection and highly recommend it. My son and I have been watching the Jeremy Brett
version of the Sherlock Holmes series on television. It is by far the best of all the ones I have seen and definitely the most
accurate." " Remember to look closely at the cover of all these "complete" Sherlock Holmes books. With the wonders of
capitalistically fueled competition, each edition of all 4 novels and 56 short stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is beginning to
look more and more similar. Not all are created quite as equal as one would think, however. Sherlock Holmes: The Ultimate
Collection is more than adequate if you just want to read every one of the stories, but it's definitely not the best of the bunch.
Read on to find out more." Best sherlock holmes by About Arthur sherlock holmes sir arthur conan doyle: Arthur Conan Doyle was
born the third of ten siblings on 22 May 1859 in Edinburgh, Scotland. His father, Charles Altamont Doyle, was born in England of
Irish descent, and his mother, born Mary Foley, was Irish. They were married in 1855. Although he is now referred to as "Conan
Doyle," the origin of this compound surname (if that is how he meant it to be understood) is uncertain. His baptism record in the
registry of St Mary's Cathedral in Edinburgh gives 'Arthur Ignatius Conan' as his Christian name, and simply 'Doyle' as his
surname. It also names Michael Conan as his godfather.
Sherlock is Back! “Work is the best antidote to sorrow, my dear Watson.” ? Arthur Conan Doyle, The Return of Sherlock Holmes The
Return of Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle brings the world's most famous detective back to life. This volume features 12
stories: The Adventure of the Empty House The Adventure of the Norwood Builder The Adventure of the Dancing Men The Adventure of
the Solitary Cyclist The Adventure of the Priory School The Adventure of Black Peter The Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton
The Adventure of the Six Napoleons The Adventure of the Three Students The Adventure of the Golden Pince-Nez The Adventure of the
Missing Three-Quarter The Adventure of the Abbey Grange The Adventure of the Second Stain This Xist Classics edition has been
professionally formatted for e-readers with a linked table of contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club leadership
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guide and discussion questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to hear
what you have to say about it. Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher. Xist Publishing creates books for the touchscreen
generation and is dedicated to helping everyone develop a lifetime love of reading, no matter what form it takes
The Adventure of the Dancing Men and Other Sherlock Holmes Stories
Lost Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes, The Best
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Outstanding Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes
The classic book, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle! There's a reason why The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is one of the best books of
all time. If you haven't read this classic, then you'd better pick up a copy of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle today!
Title story plus three others featuring the peerless sleuth and his faithful sidekick: "The Adventure of the Dying Detective," "The Musgrave Ritual" and "The Adventure
of the Bruce-Partington Plans."
A selection of six of the finest of the Sherlock Holmes mystery stories.
The Oval, 1882. WG Grace, the great champion of England cricket, and Fred 'The Demon' Spofforth, that diabolical Australian bowler, are locked in a titanic tussle as
England and Australia play out a thriller of a match. That was the day when giants clashed, sparks flew and it resulted in the lore of The Ashes. We know all about that.
But, it has seldom been revealed that in the pavilion on that famous August day sat Sherlock Holmes, his services recruited by Charles W Alcock, Secretary of the
Surrey County Cricket Club. After a century and a third thereof, the facts of the matter have finally been made public; Dr John Watson's account of the sensational
events have at long last seen the light of the day. We are taken on a journey of knuckle-cracking, nail-biting cricket action along with suspense, tension, villainy and
death, and the Birth of the Ashes. In this intricate tale of mystery and cricket, much of the described action and dialogues are scrupulously accurate and did take place
at The Oval on that day. The narrative also remains faithful to the timeline, personal characteristics and idiosyncrasies of the Holmes canon. A gourmet treat for the
lovers of Sherlock Holmes, mystery stories, as well as a delight for the cricket fans.
The Whole Art of Detection
: The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. ( World Crassic Books the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes )
Book of Extraordinary Historical Mystery Stories
The Collected Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes
A Sherlock Holmes Mystery
Three classic Holmes stories: A Scandal in Bohemia The Speckled Band The Final Problem Including an introduction by Murial Carvolth.
The Valley of Fear, by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, is probably the best of the Sherlock Holmes novels. Like all of them (and the short stories) it is near impossible to put down, leaving
the reader awestruck at Holmes's genius. Doyle's writing style is extremely impressive as always, his characters seem so very real! This book is believable, a true masterpiece of
mystery literature, and in the top tier of the long list of the great English detective stories. The last of the four Sherlock Holmes novels, and one of the best, The Valley of Fear
contains more detection in its first section than The Hound of the Baskervilles, with Sherlock Holmes (off-stage for much of The Hound) actively investigating the murder at
Birlstone, and drawing his ever-fascinating deductions from raincoats and dumb-bells; indeed it is the only pure detective story among the four, with the reader given every
opportunity to solve the crime. Although the solution is justly famous, it is but a variation on "The Norwood Builder," at much greater length. The second half of the tale concerns
the doings of the Pinkerton agent Birdy Edwardes in the eponymous Valley, terrorised by the Freemasons, a gripping and powerful account which is perhaps of greater interest
than the detection. The story is a report on the actual events surrounding the arrest, conviction, and hanging of the Molly McGuyers in Schuylkill and Carbon Countys,
Pennsylvania at the end of the 19th century. In the story the Mollys are like the gansters. In the Pa. coal region they are folk heroes who fought and died for workers rights.
Includes an Introduction by Anne Perry and a New Afterword by Regina Barreca. Indisputably the greatest fictional detective of all time, Sherlock Holmes lives on?in films, on
television, and of course through Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's inimitable craft. These twenty-two stories show Holmes at his brilliant best. THE ADVENTURE OF THE SPECKLED
BAND A SCANDAL IN BOHEMIA THE RED-HEADED LEAGUE THE ADVENTURE OF THE BLUE CARBUNCLE THE NAVAL TREATY THE FINAL PROBLEM THE ADVENTURE OF
THE DANCING MEN THE ADVENTURE OF THE COPPER BEECHES THE CROOKED MAN THE RESIDENT PATIENT THE GREEK INTERPRETER THE ADVENTURE OF THE
NORWOOD BUILDER THE ADVENTURE OF THE SOLITARY CYCLIST THE ADVENTURE OF THE EMPTY HOUSE THE FIVE ORANGE PIPS THE BOSCOMBE VALLEY MYSTERY
THE ADVENTURE OF THE SIX NAPOLEONS THE ADVENTURE OF THE PRIORY SCHOOL THE MUSGRAVE RITUAL THE MAN WITH THE TWISTED LIP THE ADVENTURE OF
THE SECOND STAIN THE ADVENTURE OF THE ABBEY GRANGE
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of twelve stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, featuring his famous detective and illustrated by Sidney Paget. These are the first of
the Sherlock Holmes short stories, originally published as single stories in the Strand Magazine from July 1891 to June 1892. The book was published in England on October 14,
1892 by George Newnes Ltd and in a US Edition on October 15 by Harper. The initial combined print run was 14,500 copies.
Chosen by the Author
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12 Best Stories
The Best of the Classics
The Best Sherlock Holmes Parodies and Pastiches: 1888-1930

Presents twelve of Holmes and Watson's best-known cases, including "The Speckled Band," "The Red-Headed League," The Five Orange Pips," "The Copper Beeches," and "A Scandal in
Bohemia."
Your New Favorite Book of Mysteries If you are a fan of The Best American Mystery Stories series, you’ll love The Book of Extraordinary Historical Mystery Stories.
攀
攀
Mysteries: The Book of Extraordinary Historical Mystery Stories features outstanding new stories of crime, dering do, fast-paced adventures and puzzles set in the past, ranging widely over
the centuries and offering a cornucopia of mysteries, dark deeds, investigations and a fascinating array of investigators both professional and amateur. Never-Before-Seen Stories from Your
Favorite Mystery Authors: Collected by one of the genre's eminent editors, Maxim Jakubowski, whose many anthologies like The Mammoth Book of the Adventures of Professor Moriarty have
attracted attention and awards, The Book of Extraordinary Historical Mystery Stories features never before seen stories by some of the most renowned American and British crime and thriller
authors of today, and includes Linda Stratmann, Amy Myers, Lavie Tidhar, Jane Finnis, O'Neil de Noux, Ashley Lister, Eric Brown, Kate Ellis, A.K. Benedict and many others.
'The Illustrated Adventures of Sherlock Holmes' is a collection of 12 stories by Arthur Conan Doyle, featuring his famous detective.
In a stunning follow-up to the acclaimed In the Company of Sherlock Holmes, Laurie R. King and Leslie S. Klinger present a brand-new anthology of stories inspired by the Arthur Conan Doyle
canon. In this follow-up to the acclaimed In the Company of Sherlock Holmes, expert Sherlockians Laurie King and Les Klinger put forth the question: What happens when great
writers/creators who are not known as Sherlock Holmes devotees admit to being inspired by Conan Doyle stories? While some are highly-regarded mystery writers, others are best known for
their work in the fields of fantasy or science fiction. All of these talented authors, however, share a great admiration for Arthur Conan Doyle and his greatest creations, Sherlock Holmes and Dr.
Watson. To the editors’ great delight, these stories go in many directions. Some explore the spirit of Holmes himself; others tell of detectives themselves inspired by Holmes’s adventures or
methods. A young boy becomes a detective; a young woman sharpens her investigative skills; an aging actress and a housemaid each find that they have unexpected talents. Other
characters from the Holmes stories are explored, and even non-Holmesian tales by Conan Doyle are echoed. The variations are endless! Although not a formal collection of new Sherlock
Holmes stories—however some do fit that mold—instead these writers were asked to be inspired by the Conan Doyle canon. The results are breathtaking, for fans of Holmes and Watson as
well as readers new to Doyle’s writing—indeed, for all readers who love exceptional storytelling.
The Best New Original Stories of the Genre
The Best-Selling Novel
The Art of Deception
223B Casebook Series
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of twelve short stories by Arthur Conan Doyle, featuring his fictional detective Sherlock
Holmes.
Through the foggy streets of Victorian London to the deepest countryside, Sherlock Holmes uses his unique powers of deduction in eight
thrilling investigations, including the mysteries of 'The Speckled Band' and 'The Reigate Puzzle'. With a captivating introduction by awardwinning Jonathan Stroud.
This great introduction to the world's most famous pipe-smoking detective includes the novelsA Study in Scarlet and The Sign of Four and the
short story collectionThe Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.
The entire series of Sherlock Holmes stories by Arthur Conan Doyle is now available in large print, using the best practices for senior
readers and those who are visually impaired. Each story includes the original Sherlock Holmes mystery as well as a note from the series
editor, Craig Stephen Copland, the author of the New Sherlock Holmes Mysteries books. A distinguished professor, The Creeping Man, has fallen
in love with a much younger woman and is planning to marry ler. But he is no longer young. So he experiments. Today we have Viagra. Back then
it was serum from monkey glands. The side effects were not good and became scary. Sherlock Holmes gets brought in by his assistant and
daughter to see if they can figure out what is happening. These books are great gifts for someone you care about who needs a larger size
print to be able to enjoy these wonderful stories.
The Creeping Man
The Adventures of Sherlock Holms
The Best Supernatural Tales of Arthur Conan Doyle
Complete Sherlock Holmes
The Best of Sherlock Holmes
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In general the stories in The Secret Adventures of Sherlock Holmes identify, and try to correct, social injustices. Holmes is
portrayed as offering a new, fairer sense of justice. The stories were well received, and boosted the subscriptions figures of The
Strand Magazine, prompting Doyle to be able to demand more money for his next set of stories. The first story, "A Scandal in
Bohemia", includes the character of Irene Adler, who, despite being featured only within this one story by Doyle, is a prominent
character in modern Sherlock Holmes adaptations, generally as a love interest for Holmes. Doyle included four of the twelve
stories from this collection in his twelve favourite Sherlock Holmes stories, picking "The Adventure of the Speckled Band" as his
overall favourite.
The new novel by NBA All-Star Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, starring brothers Mycroft and Sherlock Holmes. It is 1872, and a series of
gruesome murders is the talk of London. Mycroft Holmes--now twenty-six and a force to be reckoned with at the War Office--has no
interest in the killings; however, his brother Sherlock has developed a distasteful fascination for the macabre to the detriment
of his studies, much to Mycroft's frustration. When a ship carrying cargo belonging to Mycroft's best friend Cyrus Douglas runs
aground, Mycroft persuades Sherlock to serve as a tutor at the orphanage that Douglas runs as a charity, so that Douglas might
travel to see what can be salvaged. Sherlock finds himself at home among the street urchins, and when a boy dies of a suspected
drug overdose, he decides to investigate, following a trail of strange subterranean symbols to the squalid opium dens of the
London docks. Meanwhile a meeting with a beautiful Chinese woman leads Mycroft to the very same mystery, one that forces him to
examine the underbelly of the opium trade that is enriching his beloved Britain's coffers. As the stakes rise, the brothers find
that they need one another's assistance and counsel. But a lifetime of keeping secrets from each other may have catastrophic
consequences...
Ten years after the supposed death of Sherlock Holmes at the Reichenbach Falls, Arthur Conan Doyle was to bow to popular pressure
and breathe new life into his creation. To the astonishment of Dr Watson, and the delight of his readers, Holmes reappears in
Baker Street to embark on a new series of adventures. Amongst the famous cases he and Watson tackle are `The Dancing Men', `The
Solitary Cyclist', and `The Six Napoleons'. Conan Doyle's own life provides inspiration for the tales, from his days as a student
doctor on a Greenland whaler to the overwhelming grief he experienced from his wife's slow death from tuberculosis. - ;Ten years
after the supposed death of Sherlock Holmes at the Reichenbach Falls, Arthur Conan Doyle was to bow to popular pressure and
breathe new life into his creation. To the astonishment of Dr Watson, and the delight of his readers, Holmes reappears in Baker
Street to embark on a new series of adventures. Amongst the famous cases he and Watson tackle are `The Dancing Men', `The Solitary
Cyclist', and `The Six Napoleons'. Conan Doyle's own life provides inspiration for the tales, from his days as a student doctor on
a Greenland whaler to the overwhelming grief he experienced from his wife's slow death from tuberculosis. This Prestwick House Literary Touchstone Classic includes a glossary and reader's notes to help the modern reader appreciate the
many intricacies of this wise and witty detective. Holmes first came alive in the pages of The Strand Magazine around the begi
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Literary Touchstone Classic
Sherlock Holmes in Large Print
Mycroft and Sherlock
Further Extraordinary Tales of the Famous Sleuth
The Collected Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of seven complete books featuring the world's greatest detective. Included are; A Study in Scarlet The Sign of the
Four The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes The Hound of the Baskervilles The Return of Sherlock Holmes The Valley of Fear Sir Arthur Ignatius
Conan Doyle was a Scottish physician and writer, best known for his Sherlock Holmes detective stories and for the adventures of Professor Challenger. He was a prolific writer
whose works include science fiction stories, plays, romances, poetry, non-fiction and historical novels.
Amateur detective Sherlock Holmes, the master of deductive reasoning, solves several mysteries with the aid of his friend, Dr. John Watson.
.0000000000These fifteen short stories, chosen by David Stuart Davies, former Editor of Sherlock magazine, show the master detective Sherlock Holmes at his most ingenious.
Faithfully supported by his chronicler, Dr Watson, Holmes pits his wits against 'the Napoleon of Crime', Professor Moriarty, assists European royalty threatened by disgrace,
helps to solve the mysterious death of a young woman due to be married, and becomes involved with other intrigues that defeat the detectives of Scotland Yard. The original
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illustrations from The Strand magazine by Sidney Paget accompany each story.
"Suspenseful and entertaining, with many twists and turns....This is one of the best Sherlock Holmes series since Laurie R. King’s Mary Russell books."—Historical Novel Society
USA Today bestselling author Leonard Goldberg returns with another puzzling case for the daughter of Sherlock Holmes to unravel in this exciting mystery, The Art of Deception,
sure to be enjoyed by fans of Sherlock Holmes as well as Laurie R. King and Charles Finch. In the west end of London, an apparently crazed individual is on the loose, breaking
into art galleries and private homes to slash valuable paintings of women. Despite Scotland Yard’s best efforts, the criminal remains at large and continues on his destructive
path. When Joanna and the Watsons are called in to solve the mystery, they soon discover that although the canvases have been slashed, their backings remain pristine, with no
cuts or scratches. The criminal, it seems, is no mere vandal—he's searching for something hidden behind the portraits. Suspicion soon falls on two skilled art restorers who
previously worked at the gallery where all the vandalized art was purchased. When Joanna finds the body of one in a bricked off fireplace at the gallery, the other is left as the
prime suspect. But then he's discovered dead as well. Luckily, Joanna has a plan for ensnaring the criminal once and for all. But it must not fail, or more paintings—and lives—will
be lost.
The Sherlock Holmes Mysteries
Six Great Sherlock Holmes Stories
A Daughter of Sherlock Holmes Mystery
Sherlock Holmes
100th Anniversary Collection
In the mysterious city of London, where every street, alley, and house can hold secrets of unknown and unsolvable nature, there is a man who has the power to throw the scientific light upon
the most obscure mysteries. This man is Sherlock Holmes, a British detective whose intelect, sharp reasoning, and miscellaneous abilities allow him to solve the most clueless cases of all
times. In this book, we follow this peculiar character and his friend Watson as they go through the adventures that marked the centuries and puzzled even Scotland Yard.
This compilation, comprising a Baker's (street) Dozen of his adventures, re-creates the gas-lit, fog-enshrouded world of Victorian London as once more Sherlock Holmes urges - Come,
Watson, the game is afoot!
Adventure and mystery readers alike will love following London's most famous fictional detective, Sherlock Holmes, in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's short story collection, "The Adventures and
Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes." Created in the late 1800's, Sherlock Holmes has become one of the most recognized and endearing sleuths in the mystery genre. In "Sherlock Holmes and the
Red-Headed League," Holmes must figure out the connection between a group of red-headed men, an Encyclopedia Britannica, and a bank robbery for a confused client. Holmes doesn't only
take bank robberies and small crimes, though. Many hail "Sherlock Holmes and the Speckled Band" as the best of the detective's stories every written; Holmes must solve the murder of a
young woman who was locked in a room alone by herself. What is the only clue? The young woman whispered "the speckled band" to her sister right before she died. The collection also
includes Doyle's favorite Holmes tale, "Sherlock Holmes and the Five Orange Pips." As one of the darker and more popular of Holmes stories, Holmes must solve a string of murders before
the culprits strike again. These combined with other classic Holmes tales are the perfect stories for readers of all ages, making "The Adventures and Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes" a perfect
addition to any collection.
This collection of short mysteries by the international-bestselling author of Dust and Shadow “belongs on the top shelf with the very best of Doyle’s” (Nicholas Meyer, author of The Seven-PerCent Solution). Inspired by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson, Edgar Award–finalist Lyndsay Faye has masterfully woven these quintessential characters into her
own works of fiction—from her acclaimed debut novel, Dust and Shadow, to a series of short stories for the Strand Magazine, whose predecessor published the first Sherlock Holmes story in
1892. The best of Faye’s Sherlockian tales, including two new works, are brought together in a collection that spans the character’s career, from self-taught upstart to lauded detective, both
before and after he faked his own death over a Swiss waterfall in 1894. In “The Lowther Park Mystery,” the unsociable Holmes is forced to attend a garden party at the request of his politician
brother and improvises a bit of theater to foil a conspiracy against the government. “The Adventure of the Thames Tunnel” brings Holmes’s attention to the murder of a jewel thief in the middle
of an underground railway passage. With Holmes and Watson encountering all manner of ungrateful relatives, phony psychologists, wronged wives, outright villains, and even a peculiar
species of deadly red leech, The Whole Art of Detection is a must-read for any fan of historical crime fiction. “If Lyndsay Faye’s byline weren’t on the cover, readers might deduce that the
Sherlock Holmes mysteries in The Whole Art of Detection actually came from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.” —David Martindale, Fort Worth Star-Telegram
The Best Sherlock Holmes Stories
Echoes of Sherlock Holmes: Stories Inspired by the Holmes Canon
The Return of Sherlock Holmes
The Secret Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Valley of Fear
Fifteen brand-new stories about the British super sleuth by an assortment of talented tale-tellers! Sherlock Holmes and Watson have been household
names for generations. In this new anthology from Maxim Jakubowski, you can read all about the dynamic duo in a new light and revisit the legacy of
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. From brand new stories to deeper looks into famous Sherlock Holmes cases, fans have a new chance to delve into the world
of Holmes, Watson, and their crime-solving capers. “One highlight is Paul A. Freeman’s imaginative ‘Sherlock Holmes and a Case of Humbug,’ in
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which the detective doubts Ebenezer Scrooge’s change of heart resulted from ghostly visitations and uncovers a violent crime. Another is Eric
Brown’s eerie ‘The Curse of Carmody Grange,’ in which Holmes investigates a disappearance from a sealed room attributed to a centuries-old curse.”
—Publishers Weekly “I have been a fan of Maxim Jakubowski for years. There just is no finer mystery writer and editor anywhere.” ―Alexander
Algren, author of Out in a Flash: Murder Mystery Flash Fiction
A master of deductive reasoning who can solve the most difficult crimes by spotting obscure clues overlooked by others, dilettante sleuth Sherlock
Holmes was the hero of 60 stories written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle between 1887 and 1927. With the help of his loyal friend, Doctor Watson,
Holmes brought countless crooks, thieves, swindlers, and murderers to justice. He even rose from the dead after Doyle tried to dispatch him in his
twenty-fourth adventure, and readers protested. Some Sherlock Holmes stories rank among the most famous in detective fiction, among them "A
Study in Scarlet," "A Scandal in Bohemia," "The Speckled Band," and "The Hound of the Baskervilles." Here, in one volume, are all four full-length
novels and 56 short stories about the colorful adventures of Sherlock Holmes--every word Sir Arthur Conan Doyle ever wrote about Baker Street's
most famous resident. Also included is an introduction by lifetime Sherlockians Barbara and Christopher Roden. The Complete Sherlock Holmes is
one of Barnes & Noble's Collectible Editions classics. Each volume features authoritative texts by the world's greatest authors in an exquisitely
designed bonded-leather binding, with distinctive gilt edging and a ribbon bookmark. Decorative, durable, and collectible, these books offer hours of
pleasure to readers young and old and are an indispensable cornerstone for every home library.
A collection of later Sherlock Holmes stories, continuing the famed detective's adventures after his demise in an 1891 story, and resurrection in
1903.
Welcome to 223B Baker Street! The debut of Sherlock Holmes in the pages of The Strand magazine introduced one of fiction’s most memorable
heroes. Arthur Conan Doyle’s spellbinding tales of mystery and detection, along with Holmes’ deep friendship with Doctor Watson, touched the hearts
of fans worldwide, and inspired imitations, parodies, songs, art, even erotica, that continues to this very day. “The Best Sherlock Holmes Parodies and
Pastiches: 1888-1930” collects 33 pieces — short stories, poems, and cartoons — published during the whole of Conan Doyle’s literary career. Also
included are much of the original art and 340 footnotes identifying obscure words, historical figures, and events that readers were familiar with at
the time. Peschel Press’ 223B Casebook series — named because they’re “next door” to the original stories — is dedicated to publishing the fanfiction
created by amateur and professional writers during Conan Doyle’s lifetime. Each book covers an era, publication, or writer, and includes lively miniessays containing insights into the work, Conan Doyle, and those who were inspired by him. A lifelong fan of mysteries, and Sherlock Holmes in
particular, Bill Peschel is a award-winning former journalist living in Hershey. He is the annotator of novels by Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers,
publisher of the three-volume Rugeley Poisoner series, and author of “Writers Gone Wild” (Penguin). Other Books by Bill Peschel and Peschel Press
THE 223B CASEBOOK SERIES Sherlock Holmes Victorian Parodies and Pastiches: 1888-1899 Sherlock Holmes Edwardian Parodies and Pastiches I:
1900-1904 Sherlock Holmes Edwardian Parodies and Pastiches II: 1905-1909 Sherlock Holmes Great War Parodies and Pastiches I: 1910-1914
Sherlock Holmes Great War Parodies and Pastiches II: 1915-1919 Sherlock Holmes Jazz Age Parodies and Pastiches I: 1920-1924 Sherlock Holmes
Jazz Age Parodies and Pastiches II: 1925-1930 The Early Punch Parodies of Sherlock Holmes THE RUGLEY POISONER TRUE CRIME SERIES The
Illustrated Life and Career of William Palmer The Times Report of the Trial of William Palmer The Life and Career of Dr. William Palmer of Rugeley
THE COMPLETE, ANNOTATED SERIES The Complete, Annotated Secret Adversary By Agatha Christie The Complete, Annotated Mysterious Affair at
Styles By Agatha Christie The Complete, Annotated Whose Body? By Dorothy L. Sayers OTHER BOOKS The Casebook of Twain and Holmes Hell's
Casino (Amazon Kindle Worlds) Writers Gone Wild
The Illustrated Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Extraordinary Cases of Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes and the Birth of the Ashes
Sherlock Holmes and the Necronomicon
Sherlock Holmes:
Following his encounter with the vampire Selymes, Sherlock Holmes embarks on an Arctic expedition under the assumed name of Thomas Sigerson. During his
excursion, the great detective uncovers strange and dark forces at work, and only learns that some mysteries are best left unsolved! Sir Arthur ConanDoyle meets H. P. Lovecraft!
A collection of works dealing with the supernatural by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
The Adventures and Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes
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